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Correspondence from Germany
(From Mathias Hantschko)
---------Post 107 near Spremberg, August 3, 1912
Worthy Volksblatt Readers in far-away
Texas!
The grain harvest is now in full
swing, enhanced by the hot and dry
weather. The rye is excellent, whereas the
potato harvest may well turn out to be
wanting in the light soil if it does not rain
soon. The attached weekly crop condition
report from the price reporting agency of
the German Agriculture Department states
the following on July 13th:
“Very warm and predominantly clear and
dry weather prevailed during the reporting
period which, after the extensive
downpours of prior weeks, served the
needs of agriculture entirely well. Of the
winter crops, rye is now approaching
ripeness throughout; the cut has begun in
some areas where the soil is light and with
continued warm and sunny weather, the
harvest could be under way to a greater
extent by the middle of next week. The
progress is however such, in many cases,
that harvesting may be delayed until the
end of July or even into early August. The
reporters refer to their previous notices in
which they declared that the rye, because
of unfortunate blooming disruptions may,
in many instances, produce irregular ears
but, good yields might still be expected, as
has been experienced with wheat in
occasional meager stands. Not without
influence on seed growth was the storage
method, applied in many areas, to cope
with the lavish growth of the summer
barley. In contrast to the preponderance of
favorable outcome of the afore mentioned
grains, oats have, as a result of strong
weed growth and insect damage, gone
through very erratic and partially
unsatisfactory development; in general,
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expectations for the oats harvest are better
for the east of the country than they are for
the center and south of Germany. Beets
continue to develop nicely and show lush
leaf growth while potatoes, due to frequent
patchy areas and occasional leaf curl
infestation, will miss out on pleasing yield.
With the splendid and dry weather, the
remaining hay harvests will be
satisfactorily secured, both, in quantity and
quality. The meadows are in good shape
and the new growth of clover and alfalfa is
quite pleasing.“
A monument to the glorious
memories of the 1870-71 years was
unveiled by the military society on July
14th and the cattle and horse market was
held on the 16th of July at the same
location… Chr. Seba from Unter Slamen
asked me, some time ago, for the address
of a Mr. Wilhelm Schurr. I was of the
mind that Schurr lives in Warda, Fayette
Co., Texas, so Mr. Seda wrote to Warda
without receiving an answer. I would be
pleased if one of the Warda readers of the
Volksblatt could give me the correct
address… Because his daughter-in-law is
said to have robbed him of the love of his
son, the pensioned Kollettis committed
suicide in Renkoelln near Berlin by being
run over while his son was on his
honeymoon.
With greetings to the readers of
the Volksblatt, your Hanschko.
Translated by John Buerfeind
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